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Abstract: This paper describes model testing of a Tension Leg Platform Wind Turbine (TLPWT)
with non-rotating blades to better understand its motion and tendon responses when subjected to
combined wind and unidirectional regular wave conditions. The TLPWT structure is closely based
on the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 5 MW concept. Multiple free decay tests
were performed to evaluate the natural periods of the model in the key degrees of freedom, whilst
Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) were derived to show the motion and tendon characteristics.
The natural periods in surge and pitch motions evaluated from the decay tests had a relatively close
agreement to the theoretical values. Overall, the tested TLPWT model exhibited typical motion
responses to that of a generalised TLP with significant surge offsets along with stiff heave and pitch
motions. The maximum magnitudes for the RAOs of surge motion and all tendons occurred at the
longest wave period of 1.23 s (~13.0 s at full-scale) tested in this study. From the attained results,
there was evidence that static wind loading on the turbine structure had some impact on the motions
and tendon response, particularly in the heave direction, with an average increase of 13.1% in motion
amplitude for the tested wind conditions. The wind had a negligible effect on the surge motion
and slightly decreased the tendon tensions in all tendons. The results also showed the set-down
magnitudes amounting to approximately 2–5% of the offset. Furthermore, the waves are the dominant
factor contributing to the set-down of the TLPWT, with a minimal contribution from the static wind
loading. The results of this study could be used for calibrating numerical tools such as CFD codes.
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1. Introduction

There is an increasing demand worldwide for renewable energy generation, largely due to the
increasing awareness of climate change and limited fossil fuel resources [1]. The total capacity of
offshore wind has increased considerably in the last decade, with global capacity reaching a recorded
19.27 gigawatts (GW) in 2017, up from only 1.44 GW in 2008 [2]. Many major countries are continuing
to develop offshore wind technology. The current rate of development is only set to increase, with
predictions of up to 120 GW to be installed by 2030 [3].

Wind energy is considered a potential solution to cope with increasing energy demand, but
development has largely been limited to onshore applications. This is particularly evident with 88% of
the global offshore wind energy generation capacity located in European shallow waters as of the end
of 2016 [4]. A major reason for this is the increased complexity of offshore turbine support structures,
combined with additional factors from the maritime environment [5]. Typically, support structures
include gravity bases, monopole and jacket structures, with monopoles being the most common, based
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on competitive fabrication and installation costs [6–8]. However, with space fast becoming a limiting
factor for land-based wind power generation, significant research and development has been directed
towards alternatives better suited for deeper waters [9]. In some cases, nearshore developments are
undesirable due to their visual impact, further supporting these developments. For deeper water,
floating structures appear to be a viable alternative to the restrictions of piled and jacket-based designs.
However, floating structures are more challenging to design, based upon considerations of coupling
between the turbine and support structure. Other factors such as mooring configurations and sea state
conditions are likely to have a greater effect on the performance of the structure [10].

Currently, there has only been one full-scale Floating Offshore Wind Turbine (FOWT) commercial
project commissioned. The Hywind project off the coast of Peterhead, Scotland began commercial
generation in October 2017 and consists of five 6 MW turbines supported by spar-buoy floating
structures. With the implementation of the first FOWTs, there is potential for FOWTs to play a more
prominent role in the offshore wind industry [11]. This is most likely to be evident for larger countries
such as the United States, China, Japan and Norway, which are limited in the amount of shallow water
areas to place turbines [9].

One proposal for FOWT developments is the concept of Tension Leg Platforms (TLPs). TLPs have
long been utilised in the offshore oil and gas industry, with the potential for this expertise to be applied
to offshore renewable energy technology [1,12,13]. TLPs are a promising option for intermediate water
depths due to the limited motions of the platform, allowing for the reduction of turbine motions and
loads [14]. TLPs may also prove more effective for the relatively light topside conditions.

TLPs consist of a floating structure that uses a vertical tether system connected to the seafloor
to achieve its required stability [15]. There are a wide range of TLP structure arrangements that
have been developed for the different purposes they serve. These different types can be categorised
into mono-column and conventional multi-column TLPs [16]. Up until the late 1990s, most oil and
gas production platforms consisted of square four-column configurations. However, as time has
progressed, more unique designs have been developed such as the single-column SeaStar TLP and the
extended pontoon TLP [17].

The intact tendon system provides sufficient righting moments in response to small deformations
due to the high vertical tension. This is unique compared to ships or other offshore structures that use
conventional mooring systems [16]. This limits the structural loadings on the topside without the need
of a deep draft or spread mooring system [14]. The design of the tendons has significant influence over
the motion response of TLP structures. The stiff mooring system significantly limits the motions in
the heave, pitch, and roll directions when subjected to environmental forces [18]. The tendons also
assist in ensuring the natural periods of the structure are outside the typical range of appreciable ocean
waves of 6–20 s [19]. However, because of the high axial tension, higher order resonant responses
from second order waves can occur in low and high frequency regimes due to the random nature
of the sea state [20]. An investigation by Srinivasan et al. [21] has analysed non-linear phenomena
such as ringing and springing responses [12,22] that have been observed in TLPs under impact and
non-impact wave conditions. These phenomena can pose a threat to platform stability and can result
in the eventual fatigue failure of the tendons [21,23].

According to Nihei et al. [24], typical turbine structures of around 450 tonnes total weight could
allow for a reduction of a total water plane area and overall hull displacement. These alterations could
lead to a reduction in cost and spatial requirements whilst also potentially leading to less tendon
tension requirements. There can be major differences in the requirements of the support structure based
on the size and rated output of the turbine. Over recent decades, the rated output of wind turbines has
substantially increased from 75 kW to the largest current concepts ranging from 5–10 MW [4]. As a way
of supporting research and development into TLPWTs, the NREL concept is based on a 5 MW turbine
to represent the current technology for typical three-blade designs [25]. This turbine has been used in
model experiments and numerical simulations such as Kimball et al. [26] and Koo et al. [10]. This has
been applied in a conceptual NREL-MIT TLPWT design developed by Tracy [27].
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There are variants of mono-column TLPWTs that have been examined in a parametric study by
Bachynski and Moan [14], with five different structures having been investigated that include different
hull arrangements and different sizes of submerged pontoons. Up until now, numerical simulations
and codes such as FAST, Bladed or FLEX have been used to perform dynamic analysis [9,11,23,28–30].
Nevertheless, any numerical simulation techniques can only be trusted by the industry if their results
have been thoroughly validated against experimental data first. To date there have been limited scaled
model tests performed for FOWTs, particularly with TLPWTs [24,28,31–33]. The main purpose of this
study is to fill this gap by conducting an experimental study into the hydrodynamic performance
of a generic TLPWT model. The outcome of this study can serve as preliminary work to better
understanding the motion and tendon responses under the influence of waves and wind forcing.
Furthermore, the study aims at providing valuable data to verify/validate the results of numerical
simulations to be conducted in future. In order to easily identify the effect of the wind loading on the
global loads and responses of the TLPWT model, the wind turbine structure was modelled without
considering the turbine thrust generated by spinning blades.

The main scope of this study is to investigate a conceptual TLPWT with a static rotor (i.e.,
non-rotating blades) using experimental tests at a scale of 1:112 with emphasis on the global
hydrodynamic performance under combined wave and wind conditions. The scaled TLP model
was based on a generic TLPWT derived from concept designs developed by Matha [9] and Bachynski
and Moan [14]. Whilst the wind turbine structure was closely based on the NREL 5 MW turbine to
represent the current technology used in the offshore wind industry [4]. To better understand the
motion and tendon responses, the model was subjected to several wind and unidirectional regular
wave conditions derived from Bachynski and Moan [14]. The study presents the differences in the
platform wave-induced motions and tendon response with and without wind acting on the structure.
An analysis of how offset and set-down correlate under changing wind and wave conditions was
also performed. The materials of this paper are set out as follows: Section 2 describes the TLPWT
model, instrumentations and the experimental setup. Furthermore, the wave and wind conditions
selected for this study are included in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the results of free decay tests
in different degrees of freedom and introduces the results of the uncertainty analyses. Section 4
discusses the obtained results of the model’s dynamic response and tendon tensions and response
amplitude operators.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. TLP Model Description

The TLPWT model used for the testing has been closely based in the NREL concept developed by
Matha [9], from an initial investigation from Tracy [27]. This TLPWT concept has been used as a basis
for experimental testing, including investigations by Nihei et al. [24] and Zamora-Rodriguez et al. [34].
The primary motivation behind using a similar hull and turbine arrangement allows for the close
comparison of similarities and differences in results from this set of testing to previous experiments.
This arrangement also represents a potential concept that could be used for full scale commercial
development in the future.

Froude scaling law was applied to the TLP structure and turbine model to achieve the best possible
scaled geometrical and mass properties for the TLPWT model. This methodology is commonly used
for offshore structures for experimental testing in wave tanks [19,35,36]. To capture and measure the
hydrodynamic behaviour of the model, an appropriate and practical scale of 1:112 was chosen. Based
on the platform column diameter and the tested wave conditions discussed thereafter, the Reynolds
number was estimated to be in the range of 1.69 × 104–2.90 × 104 (2.00 × 107–3.43 × 107 at full-scale).
This scale was chosen due to laboratory and wind/wave generation constraints. However, such
a selection does have implications for the scaling of the water depth, as the maximum achievable depth
in the testing facility was limited to 900 mm which corresponded to a full-scale water depth of 100.8 m.
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This approach is considered acceptable since this study aims at investigating the hydrodynamic and
wind loads of a generic TLPWT platform rather than the response of a specific TLPWT to be installed
at a specific water depth. It is worth mentioning that the 1:112 model scale of the experiment is outside
the typically chosen scale range (1:30–1:100) for hydrodynamic model testing [36] which might affect
the quality of obtained data. Not only are smaller scales rarely used due to increased uncertainties
and less repeatability in the modelling, but also due to scaling effects [36]. However, Hansen et al. [35]
constructed and tested a floating TLP wind turbine at 1:200 scale to analyse its dynamic response
experimentally in co-directional wind and waves. The authors concluded that their experiments have
demonstrated the potential of the model scale floating wind turbine and the measurement set-up to
provide data and insight into the dynamic response of a floating wind turbine in different mooring
and weather conditions.

The scaled and ‘as-constructed’ parameters for the TLPWT hull are shown in Table 1, with
reference to the literature and concept designs to which it is based. A combination of interpretations of
this concept design from Matha [9] and Bachynski and Moan [14] were used as a basis for the full-scale
parameters. The TLP model was constructed by Chia [37], with the structural geometry remaining the
same for this experiment. Some changes were made based on construction and facility limitations,
most notably the column height, freeboard and draft. The mass of the structure is greater which
resulted in a higher pre-tension, however this proved beneficial for obtaining more reliable tendon
tension data during the model testing. Although these changes increase the full-scale footprint and
mass of the structure, the general hydrodynamic behaviour will still provide meaningful relationships
and trends for the hydrodynamic performance of the model.

Table 1. ‘As constructed’ parameters of TLP hull.

Parameter
Planned Tested

Model-Scale
Reference for Planned

Full-Scale ValuesFull-Scale Model-Scale

Hull column diameter 18.00 m 160.71 mm 160.00 mm Bachynski and Moan [14]
Hull column height 52.60 m 469.64 mm 600.00 mm Bachynski and Moan [14]

Draft 47.89 m 427.59 mm 500.00 mm Matha [9]
Freeboard 5.00 m 44.64 mm 100.00 mm Matha [9]

Pontoon length 18.00 m 160.71 mm 160.00 mm Bachynski and Moan [14]
Pontoon width 2.40 m 21.42 mm 21.70 mm Bachynski and Moan [14]
Pontoon height 2.40 m 21.42 mm 21.70 mm Bachynski and Moan [14]

Hull structural mass - - 2.63 kg -
Ballast mass - - 1.82 kg -

Total pre-tension - - 5.11 kg -
Volumetric displacement 11.80 × 107 m3 8.44 × 106 mm3 1.04 × 107 mm3 Bachynski and Moan [14]

Water depth 150.00 m 1.34 m 0.90m Bachynski and Moan [14]

2.2. Turbine Model Description

The turbine model was scaled using the same factor as that used for the TLP hull, to ensure
similarity for both components. The turbine was constructed as a fixed structure so that only static
wind loading would be experienced on the structure. PLA plastic was used for the turbine assembly,
which was created using a 3D printer. As can be seen in Table 2, all the geometrical parameters were
able to be represented with a high accuracy. However, due to limitations with 3D printing and the
scaling of the turbine blades, the weight of the blades was slightly higher compared to the intended
scaled value. The turbine blade twist was also neglected, whilst the nacelle dimensions were chosen
such that the nacelle mass was scaled appropriately.
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Table 2. ‘As constructed’ parameters of the scaled NREL 5 MW turbine.

Parameter
Planned Tested

Model-Scale
Reference for Planned

Full-Scale ValuesFull-Scale Model-Scale

Tower height 90.00 m 803.00 mm 800.00 mm

Matha [9]

Tower bottom diameter 6.00 m 53.50 mm 53.30 mm
Tower top diameter 3.87 m 34.50 mm 34.50 mm

Hub height 90.00 m 803.00 mm 800.00 mm
Rotor hub diameter 3.00 m 26.70 mm 35.00 mm

Rotor diameter 126.00 m 1.12 m 1.13 m
Overhang 5.00 m 44.60 mm 45.00 mm

Blade length 61.50 m 549.00 mm 550.00 mm
Tower mass 3.47 × 105 kg 247.00 g 246.00 g

Nacelle mass 2.40 × 105 kg 171.00 g 170.00 g
Rotor mass 1.10 × 103 kg 78.20 g 160.00 g

2.3. TLPWT Model Construction

The constructed TLPWT model is shown in Figure 1A. The materials that were used for each
component of the model are also shown in Table 3, with their respective weights. To ensure the model
was water-tight for the testing, silicon sealant and waterproof tape were applied to the model. These
have not been explicitly stated but have been accounted for in the total weight of the model.

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the tendons and equipment within them. Each of the tendon
lines consisted of 7-strand, coated steel wire, each with a spring (spring constant of 16.8 N/mm) and
load cell attached to record the tendon tension data. Two different types of load cells (LCs) were
used during the experiment, with the forward and aft pontoons using Futek LCs, whilst the port and
starboard pontoons consisted of X-Trans LCs. The induced tension on the forward and aft pontoons
was increased to account for the variance in weight between the two LC models. To achieve the
required draft, a tension load of 1.28 kg was induced into each line, then threaded through eyelets on
the base-plate sitting on the floor of the basin.
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Table 3. Summary of component materials and masses.

Model Component Material Mass (g)

Hull cylinder Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 1890
External pontoons Timber 72.00 (each)

Bottom and top caps Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) 173.00 (each)
Ballast Lead 1866.00
Turbine PLA plastic 576.00

Qualisys probes - 50.00
Tendon lines 7-Strand, coated steel wire -
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Before the experiment was conducted, the vertical centre of gravity was verified experimentally.
The TLP model and turbine topside were placed on a metal bar to measure the point of equilibrium,
with the distance from the keel of the model to the point of equilibrium forming the KG. A computerised
model of the physical TLPWT model was developed to determine the mass moments of inertia for the
model, and the obtained results are presented in Table 4.

Table 4. Summary of mass and inertia parameters of the TLPWT model.

Parameter Value Unit

Vertical Centre of Gravity (KG) 0.29 m
Vertical Centre of Buoyancy (KB) 0.24 m

Mass Moment of Inertia about x-axis, Ixx 9.71 × 105 kg·mm2

Mass Moment of Inertia about y-axis, Iyy 9.79 × 105 kg·mm2

Mass Moment of Inertia about z-axis, Izz 3.26 × 104 kg·mm2

2.4. Experimental Setup and Test Matrix

The model testing was carried out in the Model Test Basin (MTB) at the Australian Maritime
College (AMC). The MTB is 35 m long × 12 m wide (Figure 3), with a water depth of 0.9 m being
consistent across all tests. This allowed for the best possible scaling of the model parameters and
tendons considering the facility limitations. The model was placed at a distance of 5.8 m from the
wave-maker such that the fan and motion capture system could be appropriately placed. Wave tank
model tests may exhibit large experimental scatter due to wall interaction [19]. As such the centreline of
the model’s column was positioned at approximately 3 m from the side of the basin which yields 18.75
times the column diameter. The fans were placed 2 m in front of the model to obtain the best possible
air-flow, however this was not optimised for this experiment. While the TLPWT was in the basin, two
wave probes (WP) placed along the side of the tank approximately 0.6 m from the wall, 2.8 m (WP1)
and 5.8 m (WP2) away from the wavemaker, and 0.6 m off the basin wall were used to measure the
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wave elevations along the basin. As the wave height depends on the location of the wave probes, WP1
was employed for the wavemaker calibration whereas WP2 (in-line with the model) was employed
to derive response amplitude operators. It is worth mentioning that the aspect of wave evolution
along the physical wave tank is beyond the scope of this study. Several studies have recently been
conducted on experimental waves generated in the model test basin of AMC and the quality of such
waves along the basin has been documented in [13,38,39]. A digital Qualisys motion tracking system
was used to measure all model motion response in six degrees of freedom [40]. The system consists
of 8 cameras located around the test basin which provide the reference coordinates of the Qualisys
markers placed on the model’s tower by picking up reflections of the markers from an infra-red signal.
The coordinates are plotted in relation to the model’s VCG and accurately capture all motions during
wave testing. A sampling frequency of 200 Hz was used in the data acquisition system.
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The basis for the testing program was derived from the Bachynski and Moan [14] environmental
condition 3 (EC3); representative of operational wind and wave conditions, with a significant wave
height of 4.4 m, peak period of 10.6 s, and mean wind speed of 18.0 m/s at the turbine hub (Table 5).
According to Bachynski and Moan [14], the EC3 represents an above-rated condition where the
generator is operational. At model scale, this translated to a wave height of 0.039 m, peak period of 1 s
and wind speed of 1.70 m/s. The test matrix for the model testing involved a series of regular wave
runs, both with varying wave height and frequency conditions, to be repeated for conditions with
and without wind present. The use of regular waves in model testing has been common in practice,
as it provides a practical starting point towards more complex conditions such as testing in irregular
waves. As seen in Table 6, test conditions 1–10 of the experiment involved changing the wave period
(for T/Tp from 0.777 to 1.23) for ‘wind’ and ‘no-wind’ conditions, whilst conditions 11–20 analysed
increasing wave height at the peak period of the EC3 wave spectrum (for H/Hs form 0.0.641 to 1.795).
The corresponding values of wave length (L) estimated based on the dispersion relationship [36] yields
a d/L range of 0.39 to 0.95 (i.e., intermediate to deep water conditions) and a D/L range of 0.07 to 0.17.
As the D/L ratio (column diameter to wave length ratio) is below 0.2 (i.e., the limit of small structures),
wave diffraction and reflection effects due to the model presence can be neglected [36,41]. As such the
model was placed at a closer distance (5.8 m) from the wave-maker which was controlled by the wind
quality that could be produced at the MTB.

Table 5. Environmental condition to be tested.

Parameter Full-Scale Model-Scale

Significant wave height, Hs (m) 4.40 0.039
Peak wave period, Tp (s) 10.60 1.00

Mean wind speed at hub, U (m/s) 18.00 1.70
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Table 6. Experimental test matrix for regular waves.

Condition H (m) T (s) Condition H (m) H/Hs (-) T (s)

1

0.039

1.230 11 0.025 0.641

1.000

2 1.147 12 0.030 0.769
3 1.115 13 0.035 0.897
4 1.078 14 0.040 1.026
5 1.043 15 0.045 1.154
6 1.000 16 0.050 1.282
7 0.963 17 0.055 1.410
8 0.935 18 0.060 1.539
9 0.905 19 0.065 1.667

10 0.777 20 0.070 1.795

3. Model Calibrations

3.1. Wave Calibration

The wave probes used in the experiment were calibrated on daily basis by positioning them
at identified heights in a still water condition and fitting a linear relationship to the corresponding
measured voltage. Without the TLPWT being in the basin, the change in wave height across the basin
was investigated using two wave probes, WP2 (0.6 m from the basin side wall) and the other one at
the model’s virtual location (3.0 m from the basin side wall). As seen in Figure 4, the wave height
measured across the tank at these two points was quite consistent; the deviation in data started at
H > 60 mm. This reveals that the effects of the tank walls have negligible implications on the estimation
of RAOs which were obtained using H ~ 40 mm (refer to Table 6). In comparison with wave theory,
Figure 5 shows an example of a time-history of the waves for condition 5 as recorded by WP2 (0.6 m
from the basin side wall). The Power Spectral Density (PSD) graph was generated from this time-series
which shows a peak wave frequency of 0.959 Hz (T = 1.043 s). Upon comparing the obtained wave
elevation to the Airy and Stokes 2nd order wave theories, as expected the measured waves exhibited
more and less as Stokes 2nd order, with slight differences in the magnitudes of the peaks and troughs
as shown in Figure 5C.
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Figure 4. Wave height data measured at 5.8 m away from the wavemaker and at different distances
from the basin side wall.
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Figure 5. Measured wave elevation time history at WP2 (A), PSD for wave elevation time history (B)
and comparisons with wave theory (C).

3.2. Wind Calibration

The wind generation was performed by using an array of fans placed 2 m in front of the model.
For this experiment, a single wind speed was tested to understand the differences in model motion
compared to a ‘no-wind’ condition. As already mentioned, the tested wind speed was based on the
environmental condition 3 (EC3) from Bachynski and Moan [14] as a representative operational wind
condition. The wind speed was scaled in line with the model scaling, resulting in an input wind
speed of 1.70 m/s. To measure the mean wind speed, a hand-held anemometer was used to assist in
calibrating the fans to achieve the best possible representation of the scaled wind speed. Figure 6 shows
the different recording locations for wind speed, whilst Figure 7 shows the recorded wind speeds at
each location, after a three-minute period of monitoring. It should be noted that the anemometer used
for the testing did not have time-series data collection capabilities, thus the recorded range is based on
visual observations of the wind speed reading. From Figure 7 the calibrated wind speed was closest to
the target wind speed (U) of 1.70 m/s at the recording points located near the turbine hub (locations
#4–9). Further away from the hub, the wind speed was not as accurate, however this had less bearing
on the results due to less impact on the structure.

3.3. Free Decay Tests

Decay tests were performed on the TLPWT model in the heave, pitch, surge, and yaw directions
to estimate the natural periods of the structure. The surge and yaw directions (Figure 8A,B) were
obtained from the motion capture, whilst the heave and pitch natural periods (Figure 8C,D) were
found using the dynamic tension in the tendon load cells. A single impact load on the model allowed
for the most accurate measurement in each direction. The logarithmic decrement method was used
for the most consistent signal for each test, checked against the spectral method using a Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT). From these tests, it was found that the heave and pitch natural periods of 0.256 s and
0.260 s were very similar. The full-scale surge and pitch natural periods were consistent with the results
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of Oguz et al. [28] despite the difference in the tested water depths. The full-scale values obtained for
surge, heave and pitch were all outside the typically experienced wave periods of 6–20 s [19], whilst
yaw fell inside this range. The evaluation for yaw is significant in the selection process for TLPWTs.
For full-scale turbines, yaw control of the nacelle is typically used to orient the turbine towards the
predominant wind direction, which could lead to an increase in yaw motion if excited by wave motion.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW  11 of 24 
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Figure 8. Free decay test results for surge motion (A), yaw motion (B), heave motion (C) and pitch
motion (D).

The natural periods evaluated from the decay tests have a relatively close agreement to the
theoretical values using equations from DNV-RP-C205 [36] and Naess and Moan [42]. It was found
that the heave and yaw errors were the most significant at 20.2% and 15.2% exactly, whilst surge and
pitch were more accurate with 1.68% and 6.99% error, respectively (Table 7).

Table 7. Comparison between theoretical and obtained natural periods, with full-scale equivalent values.

Degree of Freedom Predicted Tn (s) Measured Tn (s) Full-Scale Equivalent Tn (s)

Surge 2.113 2.078 21.99
Heave 0.213 0.256 2.71
Pitch 0.243 0.260 2.75
Yaw 0.675 0.586 6.20

3.4. Data Analysis

The time series of the data was collected with a sample frequency of 200 Hz for a collection period
of 40 s. Due to the disturbance caused by the start-up condition of the wavemaker (the initial transient
periods in Figure 9) and reflected waves travelling back up the tank, a steady state period of fully
developed waves was selected for analysis in each run. The steady state period to be analysed was
first determined by examining and trimming the phase wave probe data (WP2), and subsequently
trimming the motion data relative to the trimmed WP2 data. An example of this process in presented
in Figure 9 where the vertical lines represent the range of data to be trimmed.

According to DNV-RP-C205 [36], the repeatability analysis of tank measurements should be
documented. A repeatability analysis was performed across all data recording platforms to understand
the variability of results from run to run. The generated wave data, load cell data, and motion response
data for condition 5 were compared for five repeated runs with identical input wave parameters with
and without wind. For the motion response data, the surge motion (denoted by X) was analysed, as it
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experienced the most significant motions of any direction. Figure 10A,C,E show the time-series data
for wave elevation, dynamic tendon tension (i.e., the pretension was subtracted from the total tension),
and surge motion for the wave only condition, whilst Figure 10B,D,F show the runs inclusive of wind.
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Figure 9. Time history of wave elevation at WP2 and the selected time window for data analysis.

By referring to the details of data variances shown in Tables 8 and 9, it can be appreciated that
the wave elevation and surge motion variation between each run was within expected limits, with
a maximum coefficient of variance (CV) and a maximum Normalised Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE)
of 0.99 and 0.91%, respectively. Furthermore, a cross-correlation R2 was obtained for the collected time
series data in which the minimum R2 was 0.9745 for the tendon tensions of LC3. The load cell data
encountered slightly more noise, particularly for the wind assisted conditions with a maximum CV of
5.23% (4.97% NRMSE) for the minimum tension values. The minimum tension demonstrated a large
variability, which could be caused by the dynamic response in the tendons [43]. Overall, the maximum
and minimum tensions were consistent between wave peaks and runs, resulting in usable data for
analysis. These findings were also supported by a previous work [12,38,43,44] conducted at a smaller
scale (1:125) which has indicated that good qualitative repeatability can be achieved among multiple
repeated runs for all wave probes, Qualisys system and load cells used in their model tests such that
lower values of CV were obtained during model calibrations.
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Figure 10. Time history of wave elevations, dynamic tensions and surge motions for five repeated runs.

Table 8. Results of repeatability analysis for wave only runs.

Run
WP2 (mm) LC3 (N) Qualisys, X (mm)

Max Min Max Min Max Min

Run 1 22.24 −20.73 1.41 −1.33 16.14 −18.19
Run 2 22.26 −20.77 1.44 −1.36 16.46 −18.23
Run 3 22.47 −20.75 1.42 −1.33 16.34 −18.23
Run 4 22.50 −20.75 1.42 −1.37 16.39 −18.14
Run 5 22.36 −20.86 1.44 −1.38 16.18 −18.48

Mean, m 22.37 −20.77 1.43 −1.35 16.30 −18.25
Standard deviation, σ 0.12 0.05 0.01 0.02 0.14 0.13

CV (%) 0.54 0.24 0.70 1.48 0.86 0.71
NRMSE (%) 0.47 0.22 0.88 1.55 0.75 0.65

R2 (-) 0.9926 0.9745 0.9978

Table 9. Results of repeatability analysis for wave with wind runs.

Run
WP2 (mm) LC3 (N) Qualisys, X (mm)

Max Min Max Min Max Min

Run 1 22.61 −20.64 1.36 −1.46 15.38 −18.92
Run 2 22.52 −20.55 1.39 −1.56 15.29 −19.29
Run 3 22.33 −20.75 1.38 −1.48 15.33 −19.29
Run 4 22.63 −20.57 1.43 −1.66 15.11 −18.90
Run 5 22.48 −20.50 1.36 −1.49 15.33 −19.18

Mean, m 22.55 −20.60 1.38 −1.53 15.28 −19.12
Standard deviation, σ 0.12 0.10 0.03 0.08 0.10 0.19

CV (%) 0.53 0.49 2.17 5.23 0.65 0.99
NRMSE (%) 0.50 0.42 1.89 4.79 0.61 0.91

R2 (-) 0.9997 0.9993 0.9994
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4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Time Series of Motion and Tendon Responses

Figure 11 shows the steady state motions of the model observed in condition 3 (no wind action).
Overall, the tested TLPWT model exhibited typical motion responses to that of a generalised TLP
with significant surge offsets along with stiff heave and pitch motions [41,43]. Moreover, there was
an evidence of a potential coupling between multiple DOFs, particularly for heave and surge motions.
This could be attributed to the relationship of offset and set-down for TLPs, based on their tethered
nature [45]. Such a relationship will be discussed in detail thereafter in Section 4.3. There are larger surge
motions in the positive direction as the model was constantly subjected to waves, which did not allow
for even amplitude in both directions. This observation was also noticeable for the heave motion, with
the magnitude of the downward motion proving to be more significant compared to the upward motion
of the model. The pitch angles experienced were consistent, with the amplitude in the positive direction
only slightly greater than that in the negative direction. Such observations in motion nonlinearities were
anticipated as the nature of the physical wave was nonlinear as well. As expected, the magnitude of
sway, roll and yaw motions was negligible in this case, as tests were only performed in head seas [35].

Figure 12 shows the time-series data of the dynamic tendon tension from each of the load cells
using an example from condition 3 (no wind action). These graphs clearly show the excitation in the
tendons from the model motions, with the forward (up-wave) tendon (LC3) experiencing the highest
magnitudes for dynamic tension. The port and starboard tendons (LC1 and LC4) experienced almost
similar magnitudes of tension; the variation among them can be attributed to the yaw motion of the
model (Figure 11D). The aft (down-wave) tendon (LC2) experienced higher tension when compared to
the port and starboard tendons, which showed relatively consistent tension fluctuations.
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to the port and starboard tendons, which showed relatively consistent tension fluctuations. 
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Figure 11. Time history of model motions recorded for condition 3: surge motion (A), sway motion (B),
heave motion (C), yaw motion (D), pitch motion (E) and roll motion (F).
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4.2. Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs)

Wave frequency Response Amplitude Operators (RAOs) of motion and tendon responses are
discussed in this section. Figure 13 A–C show the translational RAOs for surge, sway and heave,
respectively, whilst Figure 13 D–F show the rotational RAOs for roll, pitch, and yaw. FFT analysis
was used for each run to find the RAOs at each wave frequency. As already mentioned, the wave and
wind conditions tested for the analysis of the RAOs are based on EC3 [14] to represent an operational
case. For the key motions of surge, heave, and pitch, there were some clear trends apparent from
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the ‘wave only’ and wind assisted runs. By studying the effect of wind, the magnitude of heave
motion was found to increase due to wind forcing with an average increase of 13.1% for the tested
conditions. The effects of natural periods on the motion amplitudes cannot be identified as the results
obtained in Table 7 fall out of the tested range of 0.777–1.230. Furthermore, it should be stressed that it
is unlikely that the maximum motions of the model were captured during these tests conducted in
this study. A clearer picture would likely be obtained with further testing in a survivability sea state
(Hmax ~ 1.86 Hs corresponding to the design return period) [36]. Analysing similar tests performed by
Zamora–Rodriguez et al. [34], trends in surge results were basically comparable, with only minimal
variation between each wind condition. An increase in heave motions with wind was also found to be
similar, albeit to a different magnitude. The variations experienced in pitch were minimal, however
were in a similar range when compared to Zamora–Rodriguez et al. [34].
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Figure 13. Motion response amplitude operators for each degree of freedom: Surge RAO (A), sway
RAO (B), heave RAO (C), roll RAO (D), pitch RAO (E) and yaw RAO (F).
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The tendon RAOs were also evaluated for the same wind and wave conditions as the motion
RAOs (Figure 14). Each LC was analysed for the maximum dynamic tension for each of the different
wave periods, with clear trends being observed. Overall, it is noted that the dynamic tension in
all tendons was lower for most of the wind assisted runs, whilst the largest dynamic tensions were
experienced with the lower frequency waves. As expected, the RAOs of the port and starboard tendons
(LC1 and LC4) were quite similar due to symmetry. Likewise, the maximum dynamic tensions of
the model’s tendons were captured during these tests for a mild to moderate sea state. A testing in
a survivability sea state test would likely provide such information. It should be noted that the RAOs
of the surge motion and all tendon tensions follow a similar trend with a larger magnitude response
to larger wave periods. However, these responses are also a function of tendon length and stiffness
which should be considered when optimising and designing a mooring arrangement. The maximum
magnitudes for these RAOs occurred at the longest wave period of 1.23 s tested (~ 13.0 s at full-scale)
with Table 10 outlining the values. As can be seen the wind had a negligible effect on the surge motion
and slightly decreased the tendon tensions in all tendons except the forward/up-wave tendon (LC3).
These findings were consistent with the results of Nihei and Fujioka [31] who stated that the wind
effect decreases the dynamic response of the tendons in waves and wind coexisting field.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2018, 6, x FOR PEER REVIEW 19 of 24 
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Table 10. Maximum RAO values of the TLPWT model at T = 1.23 s.

RAO Parameter Max RAO (Wave Only) Max RAO (Wave and Wind) Wind Effect

Surge motion 1.091 mm/mm 1.102 mm/mm 1.0%
LC1 0.167 N/mm 0.158 N/mm −6.0%
LC2 0.298 N/mm 0.292 N/mm −2.0%
LC3 0.320 N/mm 0.340 N/mm 6.0%
LC4 0.169 N/mm 0.168 N/mm −1.0%

4.3. Model’s Offset Versus Set-Down

An analysis of how offset and set-down correlate under changing wind and wave conditions
was performed. For a TLP, the kinematic coupling between the horizontal surge/sway motions and
the vertical heave motions results in the so-called platform set-down [46]. The set-down refers to the
vertical downward movement of the hull when the platform moves in its compliant modes (surge,
sway and yaw). The relationship between offset and set-down changes depending on the input wave
frequency, whilst wind loading can also have an effect. In this case, a mathematical formula developed
by Demirbilek [45] can be used to evaluate the set-down based on the offset experienced by the model
and the length of the tendons. By referring to the definition sketch shown in Figure 15, this relationship
is given in equation (1) where Lo is the initial tendon length and X(t) is the surge motion time-series:

Z(t) = Lo −
√
(L2

o − X(t)2) (1)

This was done with the assumption of zero pitch rotational motion while the platform is moving
in the x-direction and neglecting the elongation in the tendon [43]. The magnitude of the set-down
fluctuated during this set of tests as the model was moving back and forth. Overall, the magnitude of
the set-down was minimal, likely due to the high stiffness of the tendons as discussed in Section 3.3.
Figure 16A shows the set-down motion in the following wave direction i.e., wave travelling direction
being greater than that in the opposite direction. This is due to the impact of the waves not allowing
the structure to move equally in the opposite direction. Furthermore, the effect of wind was more
pronounced in in the following wave direction than in the in the opposite direction. Figure 16B
illustrates the differences experienced with and without wind acting on the structure as a function of
wave period. The set-down followed the same trend as the surge motion with low frequency waves
(long waves) inducing the most offset and contributing to the most set-down experienced by the model.
By comparing the magnitudes of the offset and set-down (Figures 13A and 16B), the ratio of Z/X was
found to be 2–5%. Such findings can be useful in the calculation of tendon forces and in the calculation
of responses in power take-off cables as well as the evaluation of the air gap of an FOWT system in
accordance with the DNVGL-ST-0119 standard [46].
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations

This paper describes model testing of a TLPWT model with non-rotating blades to better
understand its motion and tendon responses when subjected to combined wind and unidirectional
regular wave conditions. The turbine structure of the TLPWT model was closely based on the NREL
5 MW concept. The analysis of the measurements and observations of the model response enabled
several general conclusions to be drawn as follows:

1. Several free decay tests were performed to evaluate the natural periods of the model in the
key degrees of freedom including surge, heave, pitch, and yaw. The natural periods in the
surge and pitch motions evaluated from the decay tests had a relatively close agreement to the
theoretical values. Furthermore, the natural periods in the surge, heave, and pitch degrees of
freedom were all outside the range of 6–20 s, whilst the yaw natural period fell inside this range.
As the yaw control of the nacelle is typically used to orient the turbine towards the predominant
wind direction, such a situation could lead to an increase in the yaw motion if excited by waves.
Therefore, it is recommended to investigate the effect of yaw motion on the performance of
a TLPWT.

2. The tested TLPWT model showed typical motion responses to that of generalised TLP systems
with significant surge offsets along with stiff heave and pitch motions. The maximum magnitudes
for the RAOs of surge motion and all tendons occurred at the longest wave period of 1.23 s (~13.0 s
at full-scale) tested in this study.

3. There was evidence that static wind loading on the turbine structure had some impact on the
motions and tendon response, particularly in the heave direction, with an average increase of
13.1% in motion magnitude for the tested wind conditions. The wind had a negligible effect on
the surge motion and slightly decreased the tendon tensions in all tendons.

4. The results also showed the set-down magnitudes amounting to approximately 2–5% of the offset.
Furthermore, the waves are the dominant factor contributing to the set-down of the TLPWT, with
a minimal contribution from the static wind forcing.

5. As the environmental condition tested in this study is considered a mild to moderate sea state,
it should be stressed that it is unlikely that the maximum motions and loads of the model were
captured during these tests. A testing in a survivability sea state condition would likely provide
such information. It is therefore recommended that further testing into the survivability of the
TLPWT should be performed. Furthermore, the use of a drag plate instead of the static rotor
tested in this study can be investigated in future studies, as the thrust distribution would be more
uniform. The results of this study could be used for calibrating numerical tools such as CFD
codes which can then be used for further investigations.
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Abbreviations and Notations

AMC Australian Maritime College
CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics
CV Coefficient of Variation (%)
D Column diameter (m)
d Water depth (m)
EC Environmental Condition
FAST Fatigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
FOWT Floating Offshore Wind Turbine
H Wave height (m)
Hmax Maximum wave height (m)
Hs Significant wave height (m)
Ixx Mass Moment of Inertia about x-axis (kg·mm2)
Iyy Mass Moment of Inertia about y-axis (kg·mm2)
KB Vertical distance measured from the model’s keel to the centre of buoyancy (m)
KG Vertical distance measured from the model’s keel to the VCG (m)
L Wave length (m)
LC Load Cell
Lo Original tendon length (m)
m Mean value (vary)
MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MTB Model Test Basin
MW Mega Watt
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory
NRMSE Normalised Root Mean Square Error
PSD Power Spectral Density (m2/Hz)
R2 Correlation coefficient (-)
RAO Response Amplitude Operator
t Time (s)
T Wave period (s)
TLP Tension Leg Platform
Tn Natural period (s)
Tp Peak period (s)
U Mean wind speed (m/s)
VCG Vertical Centre of Gravity
WP Wave Probe
X Horizontal offset (m)
Z Set-down (m)
σ Standard deviation (vary)
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